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Landscape of plant data
science
u

•

Encounter between different cultures of data exchange
u

Move of lab research into hybrid spaces (e.g. field stations, farm
platforms, smart glasshouses) that capture features of the environment via
new sensing / Big Data tech

u

Integration of agronomic research with ‘basic’ plant science & “omics”
data to understand molecular mechanisms

u

Open data legacy of plant research: FAIR and CARE principles

Food security under climate change (& COVID crisis)
•

Increased interest in Global South crops; building on heritage crops and
understanding wider set of crop varieties

•

Focus on gene-environment interactions, esp. phenotypic traits to
understand impact of environmental stressors

Plant data linkage
u

Supported by international consortia and
agencies (e.g. UN/FAO)
u

u

Improving the reach, comprehensiveness and
interoperability of global data resources
u

u

deliberately transnational

by assembling multidisciplinary, multistakeholder teams

Epistemic economy that (1) presents global
plant knowledge production as a common
good to be harnessed for the continuing
survival of our species and the planet; and (2)
positions open data as crucial to such
knowledge production
u

complex relationship with attempts to control
access to plant data resources to reflect
national/private interests

Responsible practice lags
behind
u

Often, no clear IP/legal/regulatory framework for data
work
u
u

u

lack of clarity over goals, rewards, responsibilities and rights
relating to generation, circulation & use of digital plant data
unclear relation between germplasm acquired from farmers
and breeders and digital data produced by researchers,
industry, governmental institutions
data have multiple values (commercial, scientific, affective,
cultural, political)

u

Major contrasts with the biomedical field, where
regulatory frameworks have been at the centre of
developments in genomics
u

Privileged category of ‘personal data’ and related risks plays a
lesser role in plant science, while many of the distinctive
challenges posed by plant data receive limited recognition

Responsible practice lags
behind
u

E.g. “data production”
Is it the result of growing the plant specimens, selecting
strains, designing field trials, adopting novel
measurement tools or designing data storage?
u Answer determines who is viewed as legitimate owner of
data and who has control over their use - yet all of these
activities have a legitimate claim to being part of data
production
u

u

Lack of clarity leaves door open for new forms of
bioprospecting
u

“digital feudalism” building on centuries-long exploitation
and discrimination built into the food production system

The role of the nation state
u

u

National interests propel plant data travel
u

Colonial heritage: plants as national resources, questions around
sovereignty (in terms of food and genomic heritage)

u

Attempts at data protection vs. pressure of US-led market: e.g. the
Traditional Knowledge Digital Library in India (Gaudilliere 2014)

u

Long-standing efforts by international agencies like FAO to secure fairness
in germplasm exchanges (e.g. Treaty)

But where is the state in plant data linkage initiatives and
infrastructures?
u

Much plant data can travel unmoored from germplasm exchanges

u

Lots of governmental funding, yet structured via international consortia à
most data tools are not “national”

u

Difficulties in controlling data access within national borders

Indiscriminate openness
can hurt people and the planet
Open Data is tough to reconcile with:
u

national sovereignty over material resources and related digital information

u

rights of indigenous groups, farmers and local breeders

u

ownership of data by commercial companies, e.g. bio/agrotech (e.g. plant
trials, gene editing) and data tech (e.g. farming instruments, sensing devices)

Access to data often one-way: South à North, public à private institutions
u

greatly limits data re-use (data sources are unbalanced and not
representative)

u

impedes fair debate over benefit-sharing

Indiscriminate openness
can hurt people and the planet
Even when data access is granted, controversies around data use:
u

How is Open Data (e.g. DSI) used to measure biodiversity and inform
SDGs?

u

What contextual information is needed to complement Open Data,
and from whom?

u

Data science and AI are value-driven: which values are informing
the development of key technologies?

u

Data are not static: who has oversight over maintaining data quality
and required updates in the long term?

Data infrastructures
require social intelligence
u

Transdisciplinary and multi-stakeholder

u

Deliberately transnational

Data stewardship to foster
critical data re-use

Build responsible practice
into technical
specifications of data
infrastructures

Long-term involvement of
data providers

Encourage debate over
goals and concepts of
human development
underpinning data
sharing

FAIR data stewardship to
foster critical data re-use
u

u

FAIR principles now well-recognised in plant science &
agriculture
u

increasingly built into data collection at source (e.g. digital
FieldBook apps)

u

And data management infrastructures (e.g. GARDIAN FAIR
metrics)

Helping data infrastructures to support critical reflection
on
u

what constitutes ‘best practice’

u

who sets models/standards

u

whether they are realistic and empirically warranted

u

what broader, long-term impact is sought

Legal and institutional
frameworks
u

u

International agreements regulate the use and transfer of
biological materials (CBD, ITPGRFA)
u

What about data?

u

Intersections with national and regional frameworks?

“Global plant data resources” as common good to be
harnessed for the survival of humans and the planet.
u

u

But: Issues of indiscriminate openness

Data governance of whom, established by whom?

Expanding FAIR with CARE
u

Ensuring responsible practice is built into the core technical
specifications of data infrastructures:
u

u

Developing tools to ensure that data management and use
addresses privacy, consent, control and access
u

u

CARE principles, TRUST principles

e.g. GODAN codes of conduct tool

Expanding participation and engagement with stakeholder
communities: Communities of Practice
u

addressing the lack of harmonized concepts and nomenclature

u

bridging differences in knowledge across gender, culture and
domains of practice

u

E.g. RDA IGAD

Communities of Practice
u

E.g. Semantic standards development

Involvement of data
providers
u

Critical: This is where knowledge of domain, data
provenance and target systems resides

u

Helps to forge data systems, chains of evidence and
conceptual tools that document and take account of local
needs, knowledge and uses of the plants in question

u

However:
u

Hard to elicit, lack of skills

u

Labor-intensive yet unrecognized

u

Challenging to dominant discourse around agricultural
development and gene-centered plant improvement

Conclusion
u

Data linkage is essential to develop coping strategies for rapidly
changing planet

u

Strategies of intelligent openness must be implemented to
address potential pitfalls of indiscriminate openness

u

Involvement of data providers is crucial
u

Requires extensive work to foster participation in communities of
practice developing data infrastructures and standards
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